Educated security solutions.
Secure your school or university with Axis network video solutions.
Security is one of the main priorities for all education institutions. From schools to colleges, universities and other learning facilities, the need for an effective, efficient security solution is paramount for keeping students, staff and teachers safe.

But it doesn’t end there – you also need a robust system that helps you combat everything from bullying to physical abuse, absenteeism, vandalism and property theft.

Feel safe and secure
Protect students and encourage positive behavior. With Axis network cameras installed in your facility, your staff and students get an extra sense of safety thanks to the consistent visible security presence. Surveillance cameras can also help to deter bad behavior – preventing incidents and encouraging students to act more positively.

With Axis network cameras, you can secure all indoor and outdoor areas, including:

> Hallways and corridors
> Classrooms, computer rooms and labs
> Canteens, libraries and sports facilities
> Entrances and exits
> Parking lots and campus areas

So, you can ensure your premises are safe during school hours, and also after school – during sporting events, extra-curricular activities, and for pick-up and drop-off of students.

With the right security system, you get peace of mind that your education facility is fully protected. And you have a safe environment in which students and staff can work and study.
With the right security and surveillance system you can:

- Increase security for all students and staff
- Prevent violence and theft
- Minimize vandalism and the costs for repairs
- Easily investigate incidents and identify suspects
To keep your school or university fully protected, you need to be able to see what’s happening 24 hours a day. With Axis network surveillance and security products, you can be guaranteed a clear view of what’s happening, whatever the conditions.

**Complete security systems to keep you safe – around the clock.**

**Highly reliable**
Get superior quality images 24/7 with day and night functionality that guarantees cameras capture video in any light conditions. They’re also weather-proof and work in the most extreme conditions. And with our vandal-resistant and tamper-proof designs, you can be sure they’ll stay in place.

**Faster investigations, minimized bandwidth**
With motion detection cameras, your network only needs to record when something is happening, so you can reduce the amount of storage space you use. If an incident occurs, you can see when it occurred, what happened, and who is responsible; and you can take appropriate action. And with automatic alerts, the system can inform you of an incident – so you can respond much quicker.

**Enhanced views**
See more of what’s going on. Axis Corridor Format gives you superior views of long, vertical areas like staircases, hallways, and aisles: the 16:9 format automatically becomes 9:16 for maximum coverage.

**Efficient and scalable**
Whatever security set-up you have at the moment, we can help you to update, increase or enhance it. We can help you migrate to IP, so you get the most out of the investments you’ve already made.

**Remote accessibility**
Access real-time video at any time from any authorized computer. With Axis network video products you can capture and distribute high quality video over any kind of IP network or the Internet.

**Discreet security**
With traditional dome cameras, you get a clear, visible security presence in your facility. However, if you need a more discreet solution, Axis offers a range of cameras that can be disguised as common interior fixtures.
Controlled access
Enhance your security on site by controlling who can and cannot access your building. With Axis products for video surveillance and door control, you can easily monitor your entrances and control access. So, you can safeguard against unwanted intruders, and ensure that only people who are entitled to access your campus are able to gain entry.

Benefits beyond security
In addition to increasing safety and promoting better behavior in class, you can use Axis network cameras to record lessons or lectures. The videos can be stored and used as teaching aids, and teachers can use them to mentor their peers.

And you’re not limited to simply recording for reference. With Axis cameras, you can live stream classes and lectures – so you can offer distance learning, or allow students to dial in remotely.

Easy as 1–2–3
Install security solutions that meet your needs and budget. There’s no need to pay for a whole new system. With Axis video encoders you can easily integrate IP cameras into your existing analog system.

So, whether you want to increase your number of cameras, or upgrade your access control system, you only need to purchase the specific equipment you require. All our solutions are developed on an open platform to make them scalable and flexible. They offer endless possibilities, and they’re easy to update as your needs change.

You could also see significant cost savings by preventing property damage, reducing the subsequent cost of repairs, and cutting down on insurance claims.
Smart uses for smart cameras.

If you're looking to improve the security and surveillance systems in your education facility, Axis has many years of experience working in the education sector. Schools, colleges, universities, and education centers around the world are currently benefiting from our cameras and surveillance solutions in a number of ways – from security management to recording and archiving, or remote distance learning.

Here are some of our success stories:

**Fast, secure campus in Illinois**
Benedictine University, Illinois, uses Axis cameras to maintain security and safety on campus. The video surveillance technology also enables its peace officers to react more quickly to routine and emergency calls.

“With an active campus of over 10,000 students and special events that can draw an additional 4,000 people and their vehicles, there’s no way we could handle all the routine calls we receive without our Axis cameras.”

Michael Salatino, Chief of Police, Benedictine University.

**Cameras make e-learning even easier**
Educational organizations in St Petersburg are able to access a distance learning system, thanks to Axis video surveillance equipment. The system allows schools to use video conferencing for meetings, seminars and presentations, to increase their educational reach.

“The new capabilities of this system, first and foremost for organizing video activities between participants of the educational process, allow us to greatly increase education quality in our city.”

Deputy Director for IT at the Regional Center for Quality Assessment of Education and Information Technology.

**Centralized security for Scottish university**
The wide-ranging campuses of the University of the West of Scotland (UWS) are secured through integrated IP network cameras. The four sites in Ayr, Dumfries, Hamilton and Paisley can be managed remotely, and they can easily share video across the different sites.

“The support from Axis, and our combined approach, has delivered great benefits for the university. It now has a state-of-the-art, unified surveillance solution that is flexible enough to adapt to the fluid university environment.”

Hugh Hamill, Director of Fire and Security at Boston Networks.
24-hour security for Korean university

Daejin University, Korea, is open 24-hours a day. By introducing an IP-based security system, they get superior image quality in low light, night-time facial recognition and operational stability. So, students can walk around the campus and focus on their academic work, without worrying about personal security.

“We are very satisfied with the results of Axis’ new system introduction because of the elimination of security blind spots on the campus and establishment of an emergency response system.”

Kang Ki-hwan, General Affairs Department Manager at Daejin University.

Remote monitoring for parents at Dancing Moose

With its promise to offer professional, safe and transparent learning environments, Dancing Moose Montessori School in Salt Lake City, USA, installed a security solution including 40 Axis cameras. With the simple click of a mouse, it allows parents to observe how their child learns and interacts with classmates and teachers, without interrupting class.

“Parents love the ability to drop off their children, who may be crying and suffering from separation anxiety, and check in after five minutes to see that their child is happy and engaged in the classroom.”

Jennifer Duffield, Executive Director, the Dancing Moose Montessori School.
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